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ABSTRACT 

If (8^,0^) and (S2,S2) are two probabilistic metric 

spaces (PM spaces), then the T-product (8^,0^) X ̂ S2'°2^ is 

d e f i n e d  t o  b e  t h e  s p a c e  ( 8 ^  X  S 2 , T ( B 1 # 8 2 ) ) ,  w h e r e  8 ^ X 8 2  

is the Cartesian product of the sets and S2 and T is a 

left-continuous triangular norm (t-norm). under this def

inition the T-product of any two PM spaces is again a PM 

space. Similar results hold for the T-product of Menger, 

equilateral, simple and a-simple spaces. In view of the 

associativity of t-norms these results can all be extended 

to the product of any finite number of PM spaces. Moreover, 

the €-X topology on the T-product space is equivalent to 

the product topology induced on the product space by the 

€-X topologies of the component spaces. 

Let (S,S,T) be a Menger space under a continuous t-

norm. Then the probabilistic diameter of and the probabil

istic distance between subsets of S can be defined in a way 

analogous to the corresponding definitions in a metric 

space. In particular, the definition 'of the probabilistic 

distance between two subsets is a generalization of the 

metric definition due to Hausdorff. Both the probabilis

tic diameter and distance are shown to have all the desired 
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properties. In terms of their probabilistic diameter sub

sets of S are classified as bounded, semi-bounded and un

bounded. . 

The distances between points, in a PM space, can be 

classified by the behavior of the distance distribution 

functions at zero. In terms of this classification two 

equivalence relations on Menger spaces are introduced. Two 

other equivalence relations which are dual to the above are 

defined in terms of the behavior of the distance distribu

tion functions at infinity. Under certain conditions the 

equivalence classes determined by these equivalence rela-
I 

tions are closed subsets of the given space and the various 

quotient spaces determined by these relations are Menger 

spaces. 



CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

1. History and statement of the Problem. 

Probabilistic metric spaces are generalizations of 

metric spaces. In a metric space a nonnegative real number 

is associated with each pair of points. By constrast, in a 

probabilistic metric space a distribution function is 

associated with each pair of points p and q. For any two 

points p and q and any real number x, the number F (x) is 
P9 

interpreted as the probability that the distance between p 

and q is less than x. 

Probabilistic metric spaces were first introduced 

by K. Menger in 1942 and reconsidered by him in the early 

1950»s [6,7,8]. In 1958, B. Schweizer and A. Sklar took up 

the study of these spaces, and in the last five years have 

developed their theory in depth [9,10,11,12]. The subject 

has also been considered by several other authors [e.g.,4, 

15,16]. An extensive, detailed and up-to-date presentation 

may be found in [14]. 

This dissertation is devoted to the study of prod-

ucts and quotients of probabilistic metric spaces. It is 

divided into four chapters. In this first chapter we list 

various definitions and theorems from the theory of proba

bilistic metric spaces which will be needed in the Sequel. 

1 



Chapter 2 is devoted to the study of product spaces. 

We define the Cartesian product of two probabilistic metric 

spaces and show that this product is again a probabilistic 
T» 

metric space. We then determine the conditions under which 

the product of various particular types of spaces, e.g., 

Menger spaces or simple spaces, is again a space of the 

same kind. Finally, we extend these results to finite prod

ucts and show that the €-X topology of the product space 

is equivalent to the product of the €-X topologies of the 

component spaces. 

Chapter 3 is devoted to the definition and study of 

the probabilistic diameter of a subset and the probabilis

tic distance between two subsets of a probabilistic metric 

space, in terms of their probabilistic diameter, subsets 

are classified as bounded, semi-bounded and unbounded. The 

definition of the probabilistic distance is a generaliza

tion of the corresponding definition of the distance be

tween two subsets of a metric space which is due to 

Hausdorff [3,5J. We show that the probabilistic distance 

has all the desired properties. Our central result here is 

& proof of the fact that the set of all subsets of a Menger 

space is a pseudo Menger space under this distance. 

Chapter 4 is devoted to quotient spaces. We intro

duce the equivalence relations defined and studied by B. 

Schweizer in [13] and, in addition, define and study a 

second set of equivalence relations which are, in a very 



definite sense, dual to the first. We establish conditions 

under which the equivalence classes determined by these 

equivalence relations are closed subsets of the given space 

and show that the various quotient spaces determined by 

these relations are Menger spaces. 

In the previous work on probabilistic metric spaces, 

the distribution functions which determine the distances 

between points have always been required to have supremum 

one. Our investigations have led, indeed forced, us to 

drop this requirement and the results which we present here 

show that doing so is both natural and desirable. Moreover, 

it is worth noting that when this is done the range space 

for the probabilistic metric is the entire Levy space of 

distribution functions on (0,«), and not just a subset 

thereof. This space is not only complete but also compact. 

In concluding this introduction we remark that pro

ducts, of probabilistic metric spaces have previously been 

considered by V. Istratescu and I. Vaduva in [4], However, 

the definition of Cartesian product given in their paper 

employs associative functions which are stronger than Min, 

the strongest possible triangular norm. Because of this 

and in view of the discussion given in [10], their results 

are of restricted validity and limited interest. Also, a 

number of the results concerning finite products, which are 

presented in Chapter 2 and which were announced in [2], 

recently have been obtained independently by A. Xavier [17J. 



Definitions, theorems, lemmas, corollaries as well 

as certain displays are numbered consecutively in each 

chapter. Thus, for example, Theorem 3.4 is the fourth 

theorem in Chapter 3. 

2. Preliminaries. 

In this section we present a number of definitions 

and theorems which will be needed in the sequel [10,12,14]. 

DEFINITION l.li A distance distribution function 

(briefly, a distribution function) is a real-valued func

tion F defined on (-oo,oo), nondecreasing, left-continuous 

and with F(0) • 0. 

We will use various symbols for distribution func

tions. However H will always denote the particular distri

bution function defined by 

r o, x i o, 
H(x) = \ 

|_1, x > O f  

and A will denote the set of all distance distribution 

functions. 

DEFINITION 1.2s A probabilistic metric space 

(briefly, a PM space) is an ordered pair (S,S) where S is 

an abstract set (whose elements will be called points) and 

9 is a mapping from S % S into A, the set of distribution 

functions, i.e., 0 associates a distribution function 

0(p,q) with every pair p,q of points of Se We shall denote 

the distribution function 9(p,q) by F , whence the symbol 



F (x) will denote the value of F for the real argument x. 

The functions are assumed to satisfy the following con

ditions i 

(I) F (x) • 1 for all x > 0 if and only if p • q. 
P*I 

(II) FpqiO) « 0. 

(III) Ppq"V 

(IV) If FM(x) * 1 and Fqr(y) • 1# then 

Fpr<x • y) • 1. 

In view of Condition (II), which evidently Implies 

that F (x) » 0 for all x * 0, Condition (I) is equivalent 
P9 

to the statements p * q if and only if F *.H. 
w 

DEFINITION la3t A triangular norm (briefly, a 

t-norre) is a two-place function from [0,1] X [0,1] into 

[0,1] satisfying the following conditions! 

(A) T(0,0) » 0, T(a,l) • a. 

(B) T(c,d) * T(a,b), whenever c * a, d * b. 

(C) T(a,b) * T(b,a). 

(D) T(a,T(b,c)) » T(T(a,b),c). 

DEFINITION 1.4i A t-norm is stronger than a 

t-norm T2 ( and T2 weaker than T^) if 

T1(a#b) > T2(a,b), 

for all (a,b) in [0,1] X [0,1], with strict inequality for 

at least one pair (a,b). 



Zt is readily shown that the t-norm Min defined via 

DEFINITION 1.5« A t-norm is strict if, in addition 

to satisfying the Conditions (A) - (D) of Definition 1.3, 

it is continuous on the closed unit square [0,1] X [0,1] 

and strictly increasing in each place on the half-open 

square (0,1] X (0,1]. 

THBORBM 1.1i A strict t-norm T admits the repre

sentation 

T(a,to) . f*(f(a) • f(b)), 

where f is a function which is defined, continuous and 

strictly decreasing on (0,1] with lim f(x) • «o, f(l) • 0 

and f* the inverse of f. The function f will be called the 

additive generator of T [12]. 

DEFINITION 1.6t A t-norm T is left-continuous at 

the point (a«b) if 

11m T(x,y) * T(a,b) 

y-»b-

and left-continuous if it is left-continuous at all points 

(a,b) in [0,1] X [0,1], 

DEFINITION 1.7I A Menger space Is an ordered tri

ple (S,S,T) where (S,0) is a PM space, T is a t-norm and 

the inequality 

is the strongest possible t-norm [10], 

x-O* 

x-*a-



(JVm) *pr(* + y) * *<FM(x),F (y)) 

holds for all triples p,q and r in S and all x and y. 

Requiring that (S,0) satisfy Condition (IV) is re

dundant since Condition (3Vm) implies (IV). 

If T is a strict t-norm with additive generator ff, 

then (IVm) takes the form 

(ivs) f*prtx • y) * fFpq(x) + fPqr(y). 

DEFINITION 1.8s A PM space (8,0) is an equilateral 

space if 

where G is a distance distribution function different from 

DEFINITION 1.9s Let o be a nonnegative number. A 

PM space (8,8) is an a-simple space if 

where d is a metric on 8 and G is a distance distribution 

We call (8,0) the o-simple space generated by the 

metric space (S,d) and the distribution function G. In the 

particular case, a • 1, the space generated by (S,d) and G 

is called a simple space. 

H(x), p « q, 

G(x), P / qf 

H(x), P • q, 

G(x/[d(p,q)]a), p V qf 

function different from H 
r 



DEFINITION 1.10s A distance distribution function 

G is strict if it is continuous and strictly increasing on 

[0,«o) and with Sup G(x) • 1. 

The restriction of G to [0,«) has an inverse which 

,we will denote by G* and refer to as the inverse of G. 

THEOREM 1.2» If (S,d) is a metric space, a > 1, 

and G is a strict distribution function, then the a-simple 

space generated by (S,d) and G is a Menger space under the 

strict t-norm whose additive generator is (G*)^^"8 ̂ [14], 

DEFINITION 1.11s Let p be a point in the PM space 

(8,0) and let € > 0, X > 0 be given. The €-X neighborhood 

of £ is the set of all points q in S for which 

Fpq(€) > 1 - X. We write* 

Np(€,X) - {q « FpqU) > 1 - X }. 

THEOREM 1.3s If (S,0,T) is a Menger space under a 

t-norm T which is such that Sup T(x,x) • 1, then (8#B#T) 
*<1 

is a Hausdorff space in the topology whose base consists 

of all €-X neighborhoods. Moreover, this topology is 

metrlzable [11]. We will refer to this topology as the 

€-X topology on S. 

DEFINITION 1.12s If (S,o) is a PM space, then a 

point p is contiguous to a subset A of S if and only if 

for every neighborhood N of p, N n A 4 The (Frechet) 
r F 

closure of A is the set £ of all points contiguous to A. 



THEOREM 1,4s If (S,0,T) is a Mengar apace under a 

continuoua t-norm T, then the cloaure of any aubaet of S 

la cloaed in the €-X topology on S. 

The set of distance dlatributlon functiona A can be 

metrlzed by the Levy metric, L, which for any two dlatance 

dlatributlon functiona F and G la defined via 

L(F,G) • Inf { F(x - h) -he G(x) * F(x + h) + h ) 
h 

THEOREM 1,5i Let (S,B,T) be a Manger apace under a 

continuoua t-norm T. Let 8 be endowed with the €-X to

pology, S X S with the induced product topology, and A with 

the topology induced by the Levy metric. Then the proba-

blliatic dlatance function 8 ia a uniformly continuoua 

mapping from S X 8 into A [14]. 

An examination of the detaila of the proofs of the 

theorema preaented in thla section shows that, in all caaea 

the aaaumptlon that the dlatributlon functiona have aupre-

mum one ia unneceaaary. As pointed out in the preceding 

aection, we ahall drop thla reatrictlon. 



CHAPTER 2 
PRODUCT SPACES 

1. The T-product of Two PM Spaces 

It is well-known that if (S^,d^; and (32,d2) are 

metric spaces, then a metric on the Cartesian product 

&i X &2 can 190 defined in many ways. Familiar examples. 

arei 

d(p,q) a Max [d1(p1,q1),d2(p2,q2)]# 

d(p,q) a [djtp^q^ + d® (p^qj)]1^, oil, 

where p = (p^pj) and q • (q1#q2) belong to X S2> In 

each case d(p,q) is determined from dj^p^q^) and <S2(p2'q2) 

by means of a two-place function which has many of the 

properties of a t-norm. 

The product of two PM spaces may be defined in an 

analogous manner. To do this we begin with the followlngi 

LEMMA 2,1s If Fj and F2 are distance distribution 

functions and if T is a left-continuous t-norm, then the 

composite function F defined by 

F(x) A T(F1(X)#F2(X)) 

is a distance distribution function. 

PROOFt Let x any y be real numbers with x < y. 

Then since F^ and F2 are nondecreasing functions, 

10 
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Fx(x) € F^iy) and P2(x) < F2(y). This together with the 

nonotoniclty of T yields 

F(x) - T(F1(X),F2(X)) * T(F1(y),F2(y)) • F(y). 

Thus F Is nondecreaslng. The left-continuity of F follows 

at once from the monotonicity and left-continuity of F^ and 

F2 and the left-continuity of T, since for any real number 

a, we have 

Finally* 

F(0) * T(F1(0),F2(0)) * T<0,0) » 0, 

whence F is a distance distribution function. 

If the t-norm T is not left-continuous, then the 

composite function F may fail to be left-continuous as the 

following example shows. Let T be the t-norm given by 

r " 

lim F(x) « lim T(F1(X)#F2(X)) 
:-»a~ x-»a-

m T(lim F^(x),lim F2(x)) -l'" 2 x-»a- x-»a-

- T(F1(a),F2(a)) - F(a). 

Min (a#b), « * 1/2 and b » 1/2 

0( otherwise. 

Let F^ and F2 be distribution functions given by 

1. x > 1 

F^(x) • Fj(x) a ' X, 0 < X * 1, 

L 0t otherwise. 

Then 



12 

f x ,  x> 1 ,  
F(x) » T(F.(x),F,(x)) a I x, 1/2 * X * 1, 

I 0, x < 1/2. 

This function is not left-continuous at x * 1/2 since 

lim F(x) • 0, 
x-Jj" 

whereas, F(l/2) a 1/2. on the other hand, F may be left-

continuous when T is not. Thus the hypothesis that T toe 

left-continuous is not necessary in the strict sense of the 

word. It is, however, the simplest and most convient con

dition on T which will guarantee the left-continuity of F. 

DEFINITION 2.1s Let (&1,01) and (&2,82) toe PM 

spaces and let T be a left-continuous t-norm. The 

T-oroduct (Sj^S^) X (S2,B2) of and (S2,82) is the 

space (8^ X S2#T(81#fl2))» where Sj >( S2 is the Cartesian 

product of the sets and S2 and T(0^,02) is the mapping 

from (8^ X S2) X (S^ X S2) into A given by 

T(81#82)(Pfq) • T<81(pl,q1),82(p2#q2)), 

for any p «(p1#p2) and q a (qlfq2) in Sx X 82* 

In the sequel, we shall often denote 8^ X S2 by 8 

and T(B^,82) by bt. Furthermore, when there can be no 

doubt we shall omit the reference to T and write BT(p,q) • 

Fpq. Clearly, 

BT(p,qTx) a Fpqtx) - T<rp q <*>»Pp2q2(x>>• 
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We now have at once, 

THEOREM 2.1i The T-product (S,ST) of two PM spaces 

(S1,81) and (S2#02) i» ® PM space. 

PROOPi Let P -  (p1(p2), q • (q1*q2) 

belong to 8 • X Sj. 

I. If p • q, then P^ „ - P_ _ - H, whence 
pl*l p2q2 

p- • H. Conversely, if P • H, then for x > 0, 
pq r 

n 

1 - V*) . T(Fpiqi(x).Fp2q2(x». 

which Implies 

F (x) • P (x) » 1, 
plql P2q2 

whence p » q. 

II. PM(0) * T(P (0),P_ (0)) - T(0,0) - 0. 
Pq plql p2q2 

HI. RW . * T<WW " 'W 

IV. If p__(x) a 1 and p__(y) • 1, then 
W 4^ 

T(PD (X),Pd (x)) « T(P (y)#F Cy)> - 1. 
Plql P2q2 qlrl q2 2 

whence 

Thus 

P_ _ (x) • P (x) * p (y) * P (y) - 1. 
PLQL P2q2 *lrl q2 2 

Pn - (* • y) * PD r (x + y) • 1 
plrl p2 2 

so that 

F«,(X + y) • t(fb r (x + y),Pn r (x • y)) « 1. 
pr P1r1 p2 2 
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THEOREM 2.2i If (S^Bj^T) and (S2,B2,T) are Men9er 

spaces under the same left-continuous t-norm T, then their 

T-product is a Menger space under T. 

PROOFi Continuing with the notation of Theorem 2.1 

and using the fact that T is symmetric and associative, we 

have 

Fpr(x • y) - T<pp1r1(x • y)'FP2r2<x • 

1 TtT(Vi(x) • Vi<y> > 'T( Wx)' Wy>" 

* T{T(F (X),F (X))#T(F <y),F (y))} 
plql p2q2 qlrl '2 2 

• T(»pq<*)#*qr<y))* 

COROLLARY 2.It If (S^B^Tj) and (S2,B2,T2) are 

Menger spaces and if there exists a left-continuous t-norm 

T which is weaker than and T2# then their T-product is 

a Menger space under T, 

2. Products of Particular PM spaces. 

We now turn our attention to particular PM spaces 

and determine conditions under which the product of equi

lateral , simple, or 0-simple PM spaces is again a PM space 

of the same type. We begin with, 

THEOREM 2.3| If (S1#B1) and (S2#82) are equilat

eral spaces generated by the same distribution function G, 

then their Min-product (8^ X ®2#BMin^ *8 an 

space generated by 6. 



IS 

PROOF* Let p a (Pi'P2> an* 9 ** distinct 

points in 8^ X S2 and consider 

P
M<X> " Min «<*))• 
Pq Px^x *2*2 

There are three .casesi (1) Px yf q1# p2 4 q2» <2) Px " 

P2 * q2' Px ̂  ql* p2 " q2* ln a3L1 ca*e* however, we 

have rM(x) * G(x) from which the result follows. pq 

Zt should be noted that the choice of Nin in the 

above theorem is necessary, since we must have 

T(H(x),G(x)) • T(G(x),G(x)) » 0(x) 

which; in general, is true only for T * Min, Similarly, it 

is necessary that (8^,0^) and (82*02) be generated by the 

same distribution function, 

THEOREM 2.4« If (S^Q^ and (S2,02) are simple 

spaces generated fey the metric spaces (S^,d^) and (S2«d2), 

respectively, and the same distribution function 6, then 

their Mln-product (8^. X S2,8Min^ is a BlmP^-a apace generat

ed by the metric space (8^ X S2,Max(d1#d2)) and 6. 

PROOF* Let p * (Px#P2) and q • (q1#q2) belong to 

Si X S2. The function d a Max (d^,d2) which is defined on 

SXX 82 by 

d(p,q) « Max (d1(p1,q1),d2(p2*q2)) 

is a metric on 8^ X S2# Furthermore, if follows from 

Theorem 2.1 that FM > H if and only if p * q. Thus we 

have only to show that 



I6 

Fpq<x> a G(x/d(p,q) ), 

whenever p / q. There are again three cases to considers 

(1) If px 4 qx and p2 / q2, then 

FpjCx) . Kin (Fp^^xJ.Fp^tx)) 

= Min {GU/dj^Pj^qj^JfGU/djtp^qj))} 

= Gtx/Maxtd^pj^qj^d^p^qj))) 

= G(x/d(p/q)). 

(2) If Pj^ s q^ and p2 ^ q2, then d1(p1#q1> a 0 and 

F^x) a Min (H(x) ,G(x/d2(p2,q2)) 

a G(x/d2(p2,q2)) 

a G(x/Max(0#d2(p2#q2))) 

= G(x/d(p,q)). 

(3) If p^ / q^ and p2 = q2# we proceed as in (2) above. 

THEOREM 2.5s Let (S^O^ and (S2#92) be o-simple 

spaces, ail, generated by the metric spaces (S^,d^) and 

(S2#d2), respectively, and the strict distribution function 

G. Let T be the strict t-norm whose additive generator is 

(G*)~m^°, where mil. Then the T-product (S^ XS2,ST) 
T ^ 

is an a-simple space generated by the metric space 

(Sx X V(d? + d2)1/m) a n d  G-

PROOFS Let d » (d™ + d™)1/™ and let p = (Pj»P2) 

and q a (q1#q2) be distinct points of Sj^ X S2« We have to 
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show that 

F (x) a G(x/d®(p#q)). 
F4 

(1) If'PJ / QX and P2 4  q2, then 

Fpq(x) a T(G(x/d®(p1#q1))#G(x/d®(p2,q2))) 

- f*{fG(x/dJ(p1,q1) + fG(x/dJ(p2#q2))}, 

where f *(G*)~n^# and f* » G(J~8/^m) and J denotes the 

identity function. It follows that fG * j"m^at whence 

ppq(x) « f*{x'm/"(d™(p1#q1) + d2(p2#q2))} 

= Glxtdjtp^q^ + d^pj^j))"0^"1} 

= G(x/d®(p,q)). 

(2) If and p2 ji q2# then d^(p^,q^) * 0 and for 

x > 0 

F^x) » T(H(x)#G(x/d®(p2#q2))) 

s G(x/d2(p2#q2)) a G(x/d®(p#q)). 

(3) If p^ 4 q^ and p2 * q^t we proceed as in (2). 

V 

The result of Theorem 2.5 is based on the following 

argument. If a, (Sj^d^, (S2,d2), G and m are all given 

then the T-product is an o-simple space generated by 

(Si X S2»ldi + d2^ and 6 if and only if 

G(*/(dJ + d™)#/m) - f*{fG(x/d®) 4 fG(x/d®)}# 

where f is an additive generator of T. Thus, letting 

= a, * b and o/m * t, we have to determine f so that 

fG(x/(a + b)*) * fG(x/at) + fGtx/b*) 
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or 

fGj-t{(a + b)/x1A) = fGJ-^a/x1^) • .•fGj"t<i/x1/t). 

Letting h a u = a/x1^ and v a b/x*^, we obtain the 

functional equation 

h(u + v) = h(u) + h(v) 

for the unknown function h. But this is Just Cauchy' s 

equation [l], and it is well known that its most general 

continuous solution is of the form f • cJ, where c is an 

arbitrary constant. Thus, since h is continuous, we have 

fGj"* » cJ, whence fG a cj-1/t a cj""1"'0 and f « cj~m/oG* a 

ctG*)"11^0. It follows that the t-norm additively generated 

by (G*)"1"^8 will yield the desired result, 

From Theorem 1,2 it follows that for a > 1 the 

a-simple spaces above are all Menger spaces under the 

t-norm T' whose additive generator is (G*)^^ °^. More

over as B, Schweizer has observed, if we want to have 

T a T', then o and m must satisfy the equation 

1/(1 - o) a -m/o, 

from which it follows that 

l/o + 1/m a 1, 

3, The T-product of Any Finite Number of PM Spaces. 

In this section, we extend the notion of T-product 

to a finite number of PM spaces. 

DEFINITION 2.2s Let T be a t-norm. We say that 

the function TR defined inductively by 
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Tl(xl> * xx 

and for n s 2,3,,,, by 

Tn*xl,x2'-#"xn) " T(Tn-l(xl'x2","xn-l)'xn)# 

is the n-place t-norm generated by T. 

As an Immediate consequence of the properties of a 

t-norm we have the following* 

THEOREM 2,6s Let TR be the n-place t-norm gener

ated by the t-norm T. Then TR has the following proper

ties! 

(1) Tn<0,0,...,0) = Or 

(2) Tn(x,l,...#l) a x; 

(3) Tn(x1,x2....,xn_1.l) . Tn_1<xltx2,...,xn_l)» 

(4) Tn(x1#x2#.,.#xn) = T(y1#y2#...,yn)# where 

^yl'y2',,#'yn^ any Permutation of (x1#x2#...fxn)r 

(5) TR is nondecreasing in each place; 

(6) If T is a strict t-norm with additive genera-
\ 

tor t, then TR is strictly increasing and continuous in 

each place, and admits the representation 

^j/xl'x2#•••«xn) 8 f*(f(x^) + f(x2) + ••• • f(x^)), 

Let (S1#R1)f (S2,Q2) and (83,83) be three PM spaces 

and let T be a t-norm. Then, in view of the associativity 

of T and of the ordinary Cartesian product, we have 



[(S1#81) X (S2,02)] X (S3#83) 

» (Sx X S2#T(B1#82)) X <s3,B3) 

S ((SJ^ x s2) x S3#T(T(O1#82),S3)) 

* (sx x <S2 X S3)#T(B1#T(82#B3))) 

Hence the T-product of PM spaces is accoclative. Accord-. 

lngly we may make the following! 

DEFINITION 2.3, Let (S2,B2),..., <Sn#0n> 

be PM spaces. The T-product (S^S}) X (S2,82) X...X <sn«8n^ 

of these n spaces is the space (S,B_ ), where S « 
n 

S1 X s2 X...X Sn is the Cartesian product of S^fS2#,.#,Sn 
and 8m is the mapping from S X s into A given toy 

n 

Bt (p,q) * Tn<B1(p1,q1)iB2(p2,q2),...,8n(pn,qn))# 
n 

for any p * (P1#P2#...»Pn) <1 » (q1#q2# • • • #q„) in S. 

With Definition 2.3 and Theorem 2.6 at hand, the 

theorems in Sections 1 and 2 of this Chapter admit the fol

lowing extensions! 

THEOREM 2.71 The T-product (Sj X S2 X...X Sn»°T * 

•of the PM spaces (8^,8^), (S2#82),...,(Sn,Bn) is a PM 

space. 

THEOREM 2.8$ If (Sj^B^T), (Sj, 82#T) , . . . , (Sn#8n#T) 

are Menger spaces under the same left-continuous t-norm T, 

then their T-product is a Menger space under T. 
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THEOREM 2.9« If (8^8^^), (S2,82,T2),..., 

<sn»8n#Tn) are Monger spaces and If there exists a.left-

continuous t-norm T which is weaker than T2»...» Tft# 

then their T-product is a Monger space under T. 

THEOREM 2.10« If <8^8^, (S2,B2),..., (Sn,Bn) are 

equilateral spaces generated toy the same distribution func

tion G, then their Min-product (S^ XSjX ••• X sn«s
Min) is 

an equilateral space generated by 6. 

THEOREM 2.Ill If (S2'82)» ••• ' (W 

are simple spaces generated by the metric spaces (8^,d^)f 

(S2#d2)# ... , ̂ sn,dn^' respectively, and the same 

distribution function G, then their Min-product 

(S1 X S2 X ... X sn#BMin*' is a 8imPle "Pace generated by 

the metric space (S^ X s2 X ••• X SR# Max(d1#d2#...,dn)) 

and Ga 

THEOREM 2.12t Let o k 1 be given and let (S^C^), 

(S2«02(Sn#Bn) be o-simple spaces generated by the 

metric spaces (S1,d1)# (S2,d2)l#.., <sn»dn^» respectively, 

and the strict distribution function G. Let T be the 

strict t-norm whose additive generator is (G*)~m^°, where 

m * 1. Then the T-product (S^ X S2 X ... X sn#°T ) ia an 

o-simple space generated by the metric space 

(8X X S2 X ... XSn,(dJ + dj + ... + d™)1/m) and G. 

The proofs of Theorems 2.7 - 2.12 are straight

forward generalizations of the proofs of the corresponding 

theorems in Sections 1 and 2 and are therefore omitted. 
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4. Comparison of Topologies, 

Let (Sj^o^) and (S2#B2) be Menger spaces under the 

same left-continuous t-norm T. In view of Theorem 2.2 

their T-product (S^ X S2,BT,T) is also a Menger space under 

T. There are two natural topologies with which this T-

product may be endowedi The €-X topology in (S^ X S2'®T'T^ 

and the product topology determined by the €-X topologies 

of the component spaces (S1#0^) and (S2,S2). It is reason

able to suppose that these two topologies are equivalent. 

Our next theorem will show that by virtue of the assumed 

left-continuity of T( this is indeed the case. 

THEOREM 2.13s Let (S1#B1#T) and (S2,82#T) be 

Menger spaces under the same left-continuous t-norm. Let B1 

denote the neighborhood system in (S^ X S2#BT#T) consisting 

of the €-X neighborhoods of (S^ x S2*QT«T) and let B denote 

the neighborhood system in (S^ X S2#BT#T) consisting of the 

Cartesian products N X . where and N_ are €-X 
Pi P2' PX P2 

neighborhoods in the respective component spaces (S^«B^,T) 

and (S2t82fT). Then B and ®• induce equivalent topologies 

on (Sx X S2#8T,T)„ 

PROOF* We first note that since T is assumed to be 

left-continuous, the neighborhood systems B and ft' are in 

fact bases for their respective topologies [14]). Conse

quently, it suffices to show that for each B in B there 

exists a B'in such that B* c B# and conversely. Let 
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A1 X A2 be an element of 9, Then there exist neighborhoods 

N and N (€2#X2) contained in and A2» respec-
X w 

tively. Let € = Mln(€lt€2)« X • Min(X1#X2) and P a (Pi#P2). 

We will show that Np(€,X) c A^ X Aj. To this end, let 

S • belon9 to Np(€,X). Then we have 

F (€,) « T(P a <€,)#1) 
plql plql 

* T<F„ „ <€,),Pn' <€,)) 
Plql 1 P2q2 2 

* T(p_ _ (€)#F _(€))» F (€) 
plql p2q2 1X1 

> 1 - X > 1 - x1# 

Similarly, Fp ^ (€2) > 1 - X2. Thu« and 

q2 € Np2(€2#X2)» 80 that <1 € Np^^X^ X Np2<€2'X2) fr°m 

which the result follows. 

Conversely, suppose that Np(€#X) is an element of 

ft1. Since T is left-continuous, Sup T(x,x) = 1, so that 
x<l 

there exists an n such that 

T(1 - ii,l - r\) > 1 - X. 

Let q a (Q1#Q2) belong to N (€,t0 X NP (€,TI). Then 
.1 2 

Fpq(€) " * TU • "-1 _ 

> 1 - X 

so that q 6 N <€,X) and N C€#r|) X (€,r0 c N (€,X). 
P P1 p2 p 

This completes the proof. 
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COROLLARY 2.2| Let (S^O^T), (S2,02,T),..., 

tsn#on#T) be Menger spaces under the same left-continuous 

t-norm. Let S » S1 X S2 X ... X Sn, let denote the 

neighborhood system in (S,0T ,T) consisting of the €-X 
n 

neighborhood system in (S,B_ ,T) and let f) denote the 
n 

neighborhood system in (S,B_ ,T) consisting of the 
n 

. Cartesian products N Y X • •. X # where N is an 
P1 p2 pn pk 

€-\ neighborhood in the component space , 

k » 1, 2,..., n. Then 9 and 91 induce equivalent topolo

gies on (S,0_ ,T)* 
n . 

In conclusion, we note that the proof of the first 

half of Theorem 2.13, i.e., of the fact that for any B € IS 

there exists a B* € *• such that B» c B, is independent of 

any hypothesis on the t-norm T, while the proof of the 

second half requires only that Sup T(x,x) a 1. 
X<1 



CHAPTER 3 
DIAMETER OF AND DISTANCE BETWEEN SETS 

1. Probabilistic Diameter of a Set. 

Throughout this chapter (S,0,T) will denote a 

Menger space with a continuous t-norm. Thus the space is 

such that the hypothesis of Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 are always 

satisfied. 

DEFINITION 3.1s Let A be a nonempty subset of S. 

The function D^# defined by ^ 

D.(x) • Sup [ Inf F (t)]# 
A t<x p#q€A M 

will be called the probabilistic diameter of A. 

THEOREM 3.1s The function is a distribution 

function. 

PROOFs Let 

A*(t) » Inf FM(t). 
A P,q€A M 

Clearly, AA(0) = 0, c 1, for all t, and < 

AA(t2) whenever < tj. Thus AA has all the properties of 

a distribution function except perhaps left-continuity. 

The function DA inherits these properties and, by construc

tion, is left-continuous. 

THEOREM 3.2s If A is a nonempty subset of S, then 

DA * H if and -only if A consists of a single point. 

25 
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PROOFt Suppose A contains two distinct points p and 

q. Then for some x > 0 we have P„(x) < H(x). Hence pq 

D.(x) » Sup [ Inf F (t)] % Inf F (x) < H(x). 
A t<x p,q€A w P#q€A w 

Conversely, suppose As fp). Then a Fpp a H. 

THEOREM 3.3t If A and B are nonempty subsets of S 

and A c B, then * Dfi, i.e., I>A(x) * DB(x) for all x. 

PROOFi Since A c B for each t we have 

Inf F (t) * Inf F (t). 
p,q€A M p,q€B « 

Whence 

D. (x) » Sup [Inf F^t)] * Sup [inf F (t)] 
A t<x p,q€A w t<X p,q€B *** 

a Dfi(x). 

THEOREM 3.4* If A and B are two nonempty subsets 

of S such that A D B / jrf, then 

(3.1) DAUBI* + y) * T(DA(x),DB(y)). 
* 

PROOF; Let x and y be given. To establish (3.1) 

we first show that 

(3.2) Inf F_(x + y) * T(Inf F (x),Inf '—.(y)). 
p,q€AUB N p,q€A M p,q€B M 

There are two distinct cases to consider* 

Case (1) 

(3.3) Inf F^Cx + y) • Inf F (x • y). 
p,q€AUB *** p€A w 

q€B 

Now for any triple of points p, q and r in S, we have 
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Fpq*x + 36 T*Ppr*x)'Prq*y^* 

Taking the infinum of both sides of this inequality as p 

ranges over A, q ranges over B and r ranges over ARB, and 

using (3.3) we have 

Inf + y) • Inf F_(x + y) 
p,q€AUB *** p,q€A(JB *** 
r€AOB 

a Inf + y) 
p€A *** 
q€B 

at inf T(F-r(x),F (y))• 
p€A pr rq 

q€B 
r€AflB 

However, since T is continuous and nondecreasing we obtain 

Inf pnrrf* + y) * T<Inf F (x),Inf F-_(y)) 
p,q€AUB M p€A pr q€B rq 

r€AHB r€APB 

> T(Inf F (x), Inf F (y)). 
p,r€A pr r,q€B rq 

Case (2) 

Inf F (x + y) < Inf F (x + y). 
p,q€AUB *** p€A M 

q€B 

In this case one of the equalities, 

Inf F (x • y) a Inf F (x + y) 
p,q€AUB M P,q€A n 

or 

Inf F (x + y) a Inf F (x + y) 
p,q€AUB M p,q€B *** 

must hold. If the first equality holds, we have 

Inf F (x + y) a Inf F (x + y) 
p,q€AUB P9 p,q€A ** 



* T(lnf F^Tx) ,H(y)) 
p#q€A 1X1 

* T(Inf F (x),Inf F (y)), 
P,q€A 1X1 p,q€B W 

Similarly, If the second equality holds, we obtain 

Inf PB«^x * y) * T(Inf F (x),Inf F (y)). 
p,q€AUB *** P#q€A w P,q€B w 

This establishes (3.2). 

Finally, using the fact that the rectangle 

{(s,t)« 0 * s * x, 0 < t < y} is contained in the triangle 

{ ( s,t)s s,t * 0, s + t se x + y), the inequality (3,2) and 

the continuity of T we have 

DAIIB*X * A SUP CINF P
M(8 + T)] 

AUB s+t<x+y p,q€AUB M 

* Sup [Inf F (s + t)] 
8<x p,q€AUB w 
t<y 

* Sup [T(Inf F (s),Inf F (t))] 
s<x p,q€A *"* p,q€B *** 
t<y 

a T(Sup[lnf F__(s)],Sup[lnf F__Ct)]) 
s<x p,q€A ** t<y p*q,€B ** 

a T(DA(x),DB(y)). 

THEOREM 3.5 If A is a nonempty subset of S, then 

DA - BS- where A denotes the closure of A. 

PROOFi Since A fi A, it follows from Theorem 3.3 

that DA IS DS. 

Let n > 0 be given. In view of the uniform conti

nuity ofQ (see Theorem 1.5) there exist € > 0 and X > 0 

such that for any four points p1# p2, P3 and p4 in S, 
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L(Pp
1
p
2'Pp3p4) < * 

whenever _ (€) > 1 - X and F _ (€) >1 - X. 
plp3 p2p4 

Next, with each point p in A associate a point p(p) 

in A such that Fp(p)p(€) > 1 - X. Then, in view of the 

above for any pair of points p and q in A, 

L(pp(p)q(q)'ppq) < 

••« 

2Sf^PP<P)q(q) (t-h)'h^ Fpq(t) * Pp(p)q(q) 

Zn particular, for all t we have, 

rp<5)q<5)U -">-*« Fp5(t)-

Let A^ • (p(p)t p € £)• Then since A^ c A, 

-.(t - n) - n 

• Inf F (t - tO - n 

* inf F__(t - n) - n. 
P,q€A M 

Mow, talcing the supremum for t < x of the above inequal

ity yields 

Ds(x) a Sup[Inf F--(t)] 2 Sup[Inf F (t - ri)] - r\ 
t<x p,q€A M t<x p,q€A w 

» Sup [Inf F (t)] - T1 a D. (x - Ti) - ij. 
t<x-n p#q€A w 

Since the above inequality is valid for all t) and since 

is left-continuous it follows that 
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D^(x) i Da(X). 

Whence D-(x) m D^(x) and the proof ia complete. 

We conclude this section with a definition which 

will be needed later. 

DEFINITION 3.2i A nonempty subset A of S is 

bounded If Sup D_ (x) * 1, semi-bounded if 0 < Sup D.(x) < 1, 
x * x * 

and unbounded if DA « 0. 

2. Probabilistic Distance Between Sets. 

DEFINITION 3,3s Let A and B be nonempty subsets of 

S. The probabilistic distance between A and B la the func

tion F^g defined by 

(3.4) F.a(x) * Sup T(Inf[Sup F (t)],In«[Sup FM(t)]). 
t<x p€A q€B ** q€B p€A ** 

THEOREM 3.6s is a distribution function. 

PROOFi Let 

F-«(t) « Tdnffsup FM(t)],lnf[sup F (t)]). 
** p€A q€B w q€B p€A 

As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it is immediate that FAB 

has all the properties of a distribution function except 

perhaps left-continuity? again, as before, PAB inherits 

these properties and, by construction, is left-continuous. 

THEOREM 3.7s If A and B are nonempty subsets of S, 

then fab * pBA* 

PROOFs This is a direct consequence of the sym

metry of T and the F . 
N 
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THEOREM 3.8s If A is a nonempty subset of S, then 

FAA-H-

PROOFt For each x, 

F^tx) • Sup T(H(t) ,H(t)) - Sup H(t) a H(x). 
** t<x t<x 

THEOREM 3.9s If A and B are nonempty subsets of 3, 

then FM « F-g. 

PROOF* It is sufficient to show that F^ • F^g 

since this result together with Theorem 3.7 yields 

PAB a PAfi " p5A " P§A " FA5* 

With this in mind we first show that F^g < Since Be§ 

for all t, 

(3.5) Inf[Sup F (t)] i Inf[Sup F -(t)]. 
q€B p€A M q€§ p€A « 

Let TI > 0 be given. The argument given in the 

proof of Theorem 3.5, establishes that for each point q € B, 

there exists a point q(q) in B such that for all t, 

Fp5<t-n>-!)« ̂ ,5,(0. 

Let B^ s (q(q)s q € §1. Since B^sB we have, 

Sufi " *0 " 1 * SuE * SuP Frv»^^ q€B M q€o M(q) q€B^ M 

* Sup F (t). 
q€B *** 

Consequently, 

Inf[Sup F -(t - n)] - n * Inf[Sup F (t)] 
p€A q€* p€A q€B *** 

Moreover, taking the supremum on t < x of the above 



inequality, we have that for any TI, 

f (x) Sup (Inf[sup F (t)]) 
t<x p€A q€B « 

k Sup (Znf[Sup F -(t~- n)]) - n 
toe P€A q€B w 

• Sup (Inf£sup F -(t)]) - n «fg(x -n) - ti. 
t<X-n p€A q€B 

Now since both f and g are left-continuous and n is arbi

trary, it follows that f(x) > g(x), I.e., 

Sup (Znf[Sup F (t)]) * Sup tlnf[Sup F -(t)]). 
t<x p€A q€B w t<x p€A q€B w 

The above inequality, together with (3.5), and the conti

nuity of T we have 

F._(x) * Sup T(Inf[8up F (t)],Inf[Sup F (t)]) 
** t<x p€A q€B M q€B p€A M 

» T(Sup(lnf[Sup F (t)]),Sup(Inf[Sup F (t)})} 
t<x p€A q€B 1X1 toe q€B p€A m 

ft T{Sup(Znf[Sup F -(t)]),Sup(Znf£Sup F -(t)])) 
toe p€A q€B w t<x q€B p€A w 

» Sup T(Znf[Sup F -<t)],Znf[Sup F -(t)]) 
toe p€A qd w q€B p€A w 

* fA5(x)' 

To show that ?Ag * F^, we again make use of the 

fact that BcS to obtain 

Znf£sup F -(t)] » Znf[Sup FM(t)]. 
p€A q€B " p€A q€B 

and as above, the uniform continuity of 0, yields 

Znf[Sup F -(t - T0] - TI St Znf[Sup F (t)] 
q€B p€A M q€B p€A M 

for all n. Continuing as in the first half, we have 



FA6 * FAB* Combinin<? the two inequalities yields the de

sired result. 

THEOREM 3,10i If A and B are nonempty subsets of 

S, then Fab * H if and only if A • 8. 

PROOFi Suppose • H and let € > 0 be given, 

Then 

1 * Fm(0 • Sup T(Inf[Sup F_(t)],Inf[Sup F__(t)]) 
t<€ p€A q€B M q€B p€A M 

• T(Sup(Xnf[Sup F (t)])f8up(Znf[Sup F__(t)])} 
t<€ p€A q€B W t<€ q€B p€A W 

• Sup(Inf[Sup F„Ct)]) - Xnf[Sup F__(€)]. 
t<€ p€A q€B N p€A q€B M 

So that for any q € B and every X > 0 there exists a point 

p in A for which F (€) > 1 - X. Consequently, q is eon-
w 

tiguous to A and we have B e X. A similar argument shows 

that Ac 8, Therefore, X * 8. 

Conversely, suppose X • 8. Then in view of 

Theorems 3,8 and 3,9, 

F.. • Fra * F AB a • 'a • *• 

THEOREM 3,lit Zf A, B and c are nonempty subsets 

of S, then for any x and y 

'ab** • y) * *('AC<*)#*BC(y))« 

PROOFi Let u and v be given. Then for any triple 

of points p,q and r in S we have 

Fpq*u * v) 4 T<ppr<u>»pqr<v>)» 
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Now making use of the continuity and monotonicity of T we 

have the following inequalities* 

Sup P (u + v) * T(F (u)fSup F (v)) 
q€B M pr q€B qr 

2 T(Sup F„(u),Sup[Sup F_(v)]) 
r€C pr r€C q€B qr 

2 T(Sup F (u),Inf£sup F (v)])# 
r€C pr r€C q€B qr 

Consequently, 

SS?Sl Wu •v>] 

2 T(Inf[Sup F (u)],Inf[Sup F(v)]) 
p€A r€C pr r€C q€B qr 

Similarly, 

Inf[Sup.F (u + v)] 
q€B p€A w 

^ T(Inf[Sup F (u)],Inf[8up F (v)]) 
r€C p€A pr q€B r€C qr 

Therefore, since T is associative, we have 

T(ZnffSup F (u + v)],Inf[Sup F (u + v)]) 
p€A q€B M q€B p€A M 

^ T{T(Inf[Sup F (u)],Inf[Sup F (v)]), 
p€A r€C pr r€C q€B qr 

T(Inf[Sup F (u)],Inf[Sup F (v)])} 
r€C p€A pr q€B r€C qr 

= T(T(lnf[S,up Fn (u)],Inf[Sup F (u)]), 
p€A r€C pr r€C p€A pr 

T(Inf[Sup F__(v)],Inf[Sup F (v)])}. 
q€B r€C qr r€C q€B qr 

Now, arguing as in the last step of the proof of 

Theorem 3.4, we have 



p
AB<x + y) • sup T(mf[sup p (u + v)], 

u+v<x+y p€A q€B w 

Inf[Sup F^(u + v 
q€Bp€A W 

> Sup T(Inf£&up F (u + v)]#Inf[Sup F (u + v 
iKx p€A q€B *** q€B p€A *** 
v<y 

* Sup T{T(Inf[Sup F„.(u)],Inf[Sup F (u)]), 
XKX p€A r€C pr r€C p€A pr 

y<y 

T(Inf[Sup F_r(v)]#Inf[Sup F (v)])} 
q€B r€C qr r€C q€B ** 

a T{Sup T(Inf[Sup F__(u)],Inf[Sup F (u)]), 
IKX p€A r€C p r€C p€A p 

r 

Sup T(Inf[Sup F__(v)],Inf[Sup F (v)])) 
v<y q€B r€C qr r€C q€B qr 

- T(FAC(x),FBC(y))# 

which is the desired result. 



CHAPTER 4 
QUOTIENTS OF MEN6ER SPACES 

1. Pseudo Monger Spaces. 

Pseudo metric spaces are generalizations of metric 

spaces in which the distance between distinct points may be 

zero. There are many examples of such spaces, e.g., the 

distance between two subsets of a metric space, as measured 

by the Hausdorff metric, may be zero even though the sets 

are not identical. 

A similar situation prevails in the theory of prob

abilistic metric spaces. The results of the last section 

of the previous chapter show that the distance PAB between 

two sets A and B may be given by the distribution function 

H even though A y/ B. Because of this, and also because of 

the role they play in the study of quotient spaces, it is 

of Interest to define and study pseudo Monger spaces. 

DEFINITION 4.1i A pseudo Menger space is an or

dered triple (S,B,T) where S is a set, 0 is a mapping of 

S X S into A and T is a t-norm. The functions Q(p,q) 3 F^ 

are to satisfy the following conditions! 

X i  FPP s H 7  

H. *„«» * °t 

IJI« Frv, *' pq qp 

3V. Fpq(x + y) * T(Fpr(x),Frq(y)), for all x and y. 
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LEMMA 4.1s Let (S,fl,T) be pseudo Menger space. 
i 

Then the relation R defined on S via pRq if and only if 

F a H is an equivalence relation. 
P9 

PROOF« In view of (I) and (III) of Definition 4.1 

it is clear that the relation R is reflexive and symmetric. 

To show that R is transitive suppose pRq and qRr. Then for 

any x > 0 and any tf 0 < t < x, we have 

Fpr(x) 2 T(F <t)#F <x - t)) * T(H(t),H(x - t)) 

» T(l,l) = 1. 

Whence Fpr = H. 

LEMMA 4.2t Let (S,S,T) be a pseudo Menger space 

and let R be the relation defined in Lemma 4.1. If pRp' 

and qRq', then F^ » Fp,q.« 

PROOFt For any x and t > 0, we have 

Fp.q'(X> * T<pp-p(t>'ppq-(x - t>) * Ppq-(* " 

* - 2t)> . PM(x - 2t). 

Similarly, 

Fpq(x> * Fp.q.<x - 2t>. 

The desired result follows from these inequalities and the 

left-continuity of F^. and F , .. 
M P'q* 

Let (S,B,T) be a pseudo Menger space and let R be 

the relation on S defined in Lemma 4„1. For any p in S 

let p* be the equivalence class determined by p and let 

S/R be the collection of all these equivalence classes. 



From Lemma 4.2 it follows that the mapping 0* from 

(S/R) X (S/R) into A given by 

(4.1) 0«(p*,q») Fp.q« " Fpq' 

where q € q* and p € p*, is well defined. Accordingly, we 

haves 

THEOREM 4.It If (S,S,T) is a pseudo Menger space, 

if R is the equivalence relation on S defined by pRq if and 

only if F s H, and if B* is the mapping given by (4.1), 
w 

then (S/R,Q*,T) is a Menger space. 

PROOFt It is immediate that 

rp»p* • FPP * H* 

Fp.q.<°) • »p,«» - 0, 

and 

P"q" pq qp q"P* 

Next, if • H, then F_ = H, whence pRq and p* » q*. 
. PWHW P4 

Thus (I), (II) and (III) of Definition 1.2 are satisfied. 

Finally, let p*, q* and r* be points in S/R; let p € p*, 

q € q* and r € r*. Then for any x and y, we have 

PP*q*U + y) * PPqU + y> * T<FPr(x)#Prq(y)) 

• T<Fp*r*(x)*Pr*q*(y))' 

We conclude this section by combining the above re

sults with those of the previous chapter. Let (S,8,T) be 

a Menger space under a continuous t-norra T and let 6 be a 

nonempty collection of nonempty subsets of S. Then the 
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function Bg defined for any A and B in 6 by Qg(A,B) « F^, 

where F^ is given by (3.4), is a mapping from 6X6 into 

A. Furthermore, as a direct consequence of Theorems 3.6 -

3.11 we haves 

THEOREM 4.2s (6,flg,T) is a pseudo Menger space0 

THEOREM 4.3s If each set in 6 is closed, then 

(6,0g,T) is a Menger space. 

2. Equivalence Relations. 

Let (S,B) be a PM space. In [7] K. Menger intro

duced three types of distinguishability for pairs of points 

p, q in S depending upon the behavior of the distance 

distribution function F near zero. These notions may be 
N 

summarized in the followings 

DEFINITION 4.2s Let (S,B) be a PM space, let p and 

q be points in S and let 

fcpq * Inf f *' Fpq(x> > 0 

Then the distance between £ and 3 1st 

(A) certainly positive if t > 0; 

(B) barely positive if t * 0 and F (0+) * 0; 
M W 

(C) perhaps zero if F (0+) > 0. 

In Menger's paper, as well as in a subsequent paper 

by B. Schweizer, a somewhat' different terminology was used. 

Namely, they said that p and q ares 
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(A) certainly distinguishable if the distance be

tween them is certainly positive, 

(B) barely distinguishable if the distance between 

them is barely positive and 

(C) perhaps indistinguishable if the distance be

tween them is perhaps zero. 

The reasons for the slight change in this terminology 

introduced here will become apparent later (see Defini

tion 4.3, ff.). 

The different situations, (A), (B) and (C), are 
f ' 

illustrated in the following figures. 

pq 

*** Figure 1 

Certainly positive 

pq 

Figure 2 

Barely positive 
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pq 

Figure 3 

Perhaps zero 

The abovementioned types of distinguishabllity were 

recently reconsidered by B. Schweizer in [133. There he 

defined two relations C and'D on S as follows* 

(c) pCq if and only if the distance between p and 

q is perhaps zero, i.e., if and only if (C) holds. 

(d) pDq if and only if t a 0, i.e., if and only 

if the distance between p and q is not certainly positive, 

or stated in yet another way, if and only if either (B) or 

(C) holds. 

Concerning these relations, he obtained the follow

ing resultsi 

THEOREM 4.4s If (S,S,T) is a Menger space and T a 

t-norm such that T(a,b) >,0 whenever a > 0 and b > 0, then 

the relation C is an equivalence relation. 

THEOREM 4.5s Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4, 

(S,t) is always a pseudo metric space. Moreover, (S,t) is 

a metric space if and only if the distance between eprery 

pair of distinct points of S is certainly positive. 
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THEOREM 4e6t If the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4 are 

satisfied, then the relation D on S is an equivalence rela

tion,, 

THEOREM 4,7s If (S,0,T) is a Menger space such 

that Sup T(a,a) * 1 and T(A,b) > 0 whenever a > 0 and b > 0, 
a<l 

then the equivalence classes in S determined by the equi

valence relation D are closed subsets of S in the €-X to

pology. 

In view of the fact that we no longer require that 

all the distance distribution functions have supremum one, 

various types of behavior at infinity are possible and can 

be distinguished. Indeed, the entire preceding discussion 

concerning behavior at zero can be dualized, 

DEFINITION 4.3s Let (S,8) be a FM space, let p and 

q be points in S, let 

Spg " Sup fxs FpqU) < 1}# 

and let 

Fpq("' * ££ VXK 

Then the distance between £ and £ las 

(A*) perhaps infinite if F (<*>) < ly 

(B») barely finite if s^ = « and Fpq(°°) m 

(C1) certainly finite if s < «, 
r4 

The different situations, (A'), (B«) and (C')» are 

illustrated in the following figures. 



1 

p 
pq 

pq 

Figure 4 

Perhaps infinite 

pq 

Figure 5 

Barely finite 

pq 

Figure 6 

Certainly finite 
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We define two relations C' and D' on S which are 

dual to C and D, respectively, as follows* 

(c') pC'q if and only if the distance between p and 

q is certainly finite, i.e., if and only if (C') holds. 

(d«) pD'q if and only if the distance between p and 

q is not perhaps infinite, i.e., if and only if F__(«) « 1, 
K 

or equivalently if and only if (B») or (C<) holds. 

THEOREM 4.8i If (S,Q,.T) is a Monger space, then C' 

is an equivalence relation on S. 

PROOF* We have 

S S Sup (xt F (x) < 1] a Sup fxi H(x) < 1} a 0 
krkr crtf 

and 

8pq = Sup (xt Fpq(*) < * SuP fx» Pqp^x^ < 

a 8 n# <JP 

Thus C' is reflexive and symmetric. To show that C' is 

transitive suppose pC'q and qC'r, so that s < 00 and 
P4 

s < oo Then for any € > 0, 
qr 

Vpq * "qr* *> 

* WpqUpq + €/2).Fqr(V + €/2,) 

= T(l#l) .1. 

Consequently, s • < s^ + s < « and pC^r. pr pq qr 

THEOREM 4.9t If (S,0,T) is a Menger space in which 

the distance between every pair of points is certainly fi

nite, then (S,s) is a metric space. 



PROOFi Since the distance between any pair of 
, TV 

points in S is certainly finite, s is a mapping of S X 8 

into the set of nonnegative real numbers. Let p, q and r 

be points in s, In the proof of the previous theorem we 

showed that s^ = 0, a a s_„ and s^^ < * s ... We pp pq qp pr pq qr 

complete the proof by showing that s a 0 implies pa q. 

If s^ = 0. then pq 

Sup {x« Fpgtx) > 1} a 0, 

whence, Fpg(0+) = 1 and we have a H so that p * q. 

THEOREM 4.10i If (S,0,T) is a Menger space under a 

continuous t-norm T, then the relation D' on S is an equi

valence relation. 

PROOFi From F («>) a H(°°) = 1 and F a F it 
rF Ir 

follows that D' is reflexive and symmetric. To show that 

D* is transitive suppose pD'q and qD'r. Then for any x, 

Fpr(x) i TtF^U/^bF^tx^)). 

Since T is continuous the above inequality yields 

Fpr(°°) * 

a T(l#l) = 1 

and thus pD'r. 

3. Quotient Spaces. 

In this section we will study the quotient spaces 

determined by the various equivalence relations introduced 



in the preceding section. We will assume throughout that 

(S,B,T) is a Menger space under a continuous t-norm T. We 

begin with a theorem which is dual to Theorem 4.7. 

THEOREM 4.11i Let (S,B,T) be a Menger space under 

a continuous t-norm T. Then the equivalence classes in S 

determined by the equivalence relation D' are closed sub

sets of S in the €-X topology. 

PROOFi We first note that since T is continuous 

on the unit square it is uniformly continuous. Now let 

p € S and let D'(p) be the equivalence class determined by 

P# i*©»# 

D'(p) » (qi pD'q) • {q« F^foo) = 1}. 

To show that D*(p) is closed we show that S - D'(p)f the 

complement of D>(p) is open. Let r be any point in 

S  -  D'(p). T hen there i s  a  X >  0  such that Fp r(*°) =  1  -A. 

Since T is uniformly continuous and since T(a«l) = a, 

there exists an € > 0 such that T(a,l - €) > a- X/2 for 

all a in [0,1]. Let q € Nr(€#€). Then for any x > € we 

have 

Fpr(2x) 2 T(F <x)#Fqr(x)) 2 TtF^lx),! - €> 

> Ppq(x) ' X/2' 

Talcing the limit as x-*<x> yields 

1 - X = PPR(«) * FPQ(«) - X/2, 

whence 
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Ppq(o°) < 1 - X/2. 

Thus q i D'(p). If follows that Nr(€,€) c S - D'(p), hence 

S - D* (p) is open. 

The next two theorems state under what conditions 

the equivalence classes determined by C and C« are closed. 

THEOREM 4.12> If (S,0,T) is a Monger space such 

that T is continuous and T(a,b) > 0 whenever a > 0 and 

b > 0, then the equivalence classes in s determined by p 

and the equivalence relation C are closed in the €-\ 

topology. 

PROOFi Let p € S and let C(p) be the equivalence 

class determined by p, i.e., 

c(p) » {q* pCq} • {q« ^(0*) >0). 

We show that S - C(p) is open. Let r € S - C(p). Then 

P (0+) a 0 so that F__ is continuous at 0. Hence for pr pr 

every € > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that F^r(6) <€/2 

and a X > 0 such that for all a € [0,1] 

T(a,l - X) > a - €/2. 

Let q € Nr(6/2,X), then 

€/2 > Ppr(«) * 1^(6/2)^(6/2)) 

* ViF ib/2)tl - X) > FpqU/2) - €/2. 

Hence for every € > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that 

FpqU/2) < €. Consequently, F^XO*) a 0. Thus q€ S - C(p)# 

whence Nr(6/2,X) c S - C(p) and S - C(p) is open. 
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COROLLARY 4.1s Let (S,8,T) be a Monger space under 

a t-norm T which is continuous and such that T(a,b) > 0 

whenever a > 0 and b > 0. Suppose that p and r are points 

in S such that F (0*) * 0, i.e., such that F is contin-

uous at zero. Then there exist neighborhoods and Nr ' 

such that F„(0+) * 0 for every q € and F__.(0+) « 0 for pq r qr 

every q € Np. 

THEOREM 4.13s Let (S,S,T) be a Menger space under 

a continuous t-norm T. Let p € S and let C'(p) be the 

equivalence class in S determined by p and the equivalence 

relation C". Suppose further that there exists a number 

M such that for any u and v in C'(p) we have Fuv(x) • 1, 

whenever x * M. Then C'(p) is closed in the €-X topology. 

PROOFs Suppose q belongs to C'(p), the closure of 

C'(p), but not to C*(p). Then F (x) < 1 for all finite x, 
P9 

so that, for any t > 0, there is an € > 0 such that 

Fpq(t + < 1 " €t 

and since q € C1(p), there exists a u € C'(p) such that 

Pqu(t) > 1 " €/2» 

Consequently, 

1 - € > • M> * T(Fpu(M).Fqu(t)) 

-  t d . y t ) )  «  P q u t t )  »  1  -  e / 2 ,  

which isea contradiction,, Thus q 0 C'(p). 

THEOREM 4.14s Let (S,n,T) be a Menger space under 

a t-norm T which is continuous and such that T(a,b) > 0 
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Whenever a > 0 and b > 0. For each p € S, let D(p) be the 

equivalence class in S determined by p and the equivalence 

relation D and let S/D be the collection of all such equi

valence classes. Then (S/D,Bg^D,T) is a Monger space in 

which the distance between distinct equivalence classes is 

certainly positive. 

PROOFs The fact that (S/D,Bs^£,t) is a Menger 

space follows directly from Theorem 4,3 and 4.7. 

Let D(p) and D(q) be distinct equivalence classes, 

and suppose that 

<4.2> tD(p)D(q) * Inf fX| PD(p)D(q)(x) > °) * °« 

Since p € D(p) and q € D(q), there is an xQ > 0 such that 

VV • °-

In view of (4.2), we thus have 

0 < pD(p)D(qT(xo) 

* Sup T(Inf [Sup F (t)],Inf [Sup Puv(t)]) 
t<xQ u€D(p) V€D(q) uv v€D(q) u€D(p) UV 

< T(Inf [Sup F(x)],Inff [Sup F (x)]). 
u€D(p) v€D(q) UV ° v€D(q) u€0(p) UV ° 

Hence, 

0 < Inf [Sup F <x >], 
u€D(p) v€D(q) uv ° 

whence for each u € D(p) 

S«P, Fuv(x0) > °. 
v€D(q) uv ° 

Consequently, for any €, with 0 < € < x , there exists a 



qe € D(q) such that F (€) >0. Hence 
^ r?g 

0 3 * T<F«« (*„-€))> 0 pq o pq^ ' qq^ o 

since both (€) > 0 and F_ (x^ - €) >0. But this is a 
° 

contradiction. Hence tD(p)D(q) > 0| w**ich iB what we want

ed to show. 

THEOREM 4.15s Let (S,a,T) be a Menger space under 

a continuous t-norm T. For each p € S let D1(p) be the 

equivalence class in S determined by p and the equivalence 

relation D1, and let S/D' be the collection of all such 

equivalence classes. Then (S/D«#0g/Di«T) is a Menger space 

in which the distance between distinct equivalence classes 

is perhaps infinite. 

PROOFt In view of Theorems 4.3 and 4.11, 

(S/D» #T) is a Menger space. 

Let D1(p) and D»(q) be distinct equivalence 

classes, and suppose that 

PD'<p)D*(q)(,o) * 1# 

Since p € D'(p) and q € D'(q), there is an € > 0 such that 

F__(•») < 1 - €. Since T is continuous we have 
W 

1 * FD«(p)D'(q)(00) 

a lim Sup T(Inf [Sup F (t)']# 
x-»« t<x U€D'(P) v€D'(q) 

inf [Sup F (t)]) 
v€D«(q) u€D'(p) 



s Sup'T(Inf [Sup F (t)] 
t u€D'(p) v€D»(q) * 

Inf [sup F (t)]) 
v€D«(q) u€D'(p) . 

a T{Sup (Inf [Sup F (t)], 
t u€D'(p) v€D«(q) 

Sup (Inf [Sup F (t)]> 
t v€D«(q) u€D«(p) UV 

But T(a,b) * ir'if and only if a » b « 1. Consequently, 

Sup (Inf [Sup F (t)]) a 1. 
t u€D'(p) v€D»(q) 

Thus, there exists an such that o 

Inf [Sup F (x )] > 1 - €/2. 
U€D«(P) v€D»(q) 

Hence, 

Sup / > 1 " €/2' v€D«(q) pv 

Since FpV is nondecreasing 

SuP PDV(#O) * SUP PDV<XO> > 1 " €/2# 
v€D«(q) ** v€D«(q) pv ° 

Consequently, there exists a q^ € D*(q) such that 

Frvr > SuP F («°) - 6/4 > 1 - 3€/4, 
V€D' (q) P" 

and we have 

1 - € > Fpq(°°) * T(Ppq6(oo)#Fqq€(co)) 

( « ) > !- 3€/4, 

which is a contradiction. Hence Fui(p)Di(q) < 00 and the 

distance between distinct equivalence classes is perhaps 

infinite. 
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THEOREM 4.16s Let (S,Q,T) be a Menger space under 

a t-norm T which is continuous and such that T(a,b) > 0 

whenever a > 0 and b > 0o For each p € S, let C(p) be the 

equivalence class in S determined by p and the equivalence 

relation C, and let S/C be the collection of all such equi

valence classes. Then (S/C,Bgyc,T) is a Menger space. 

Moreover, if each C(p) in S/C is such that Inf F„„(0+) 
u.v€C(p> uv 

is positive, then the distance between distinct equivalence 

classes is not perhaps zero. 

PROOFi The first part of this theorem is a direct 

consequence of Theorems 4.3 and 4.12. 

To establish the second part, let C(p) and C(q) be 

distinct equivalence classes, and suppose that 

FC(p)C(,)(0f> >.°-

Since p € C(p) and q € C(q), we note first that 

(4#3) ppq(0*) " °* 

Next we have 

0 >'F0(p)C(q)(°+> 

a lim Sup T(Inf [Sup F (t)], 
h*0+ t<h u€C(p) v€C(q) uv 

Inf [Sup F (t)]) 
v€C(q) u€C(p) UV 

< lim T(Inf [Sup F (h)], 
h-»0+ u€C(p) v€C(q) UV 

Inf [Sup Fuv(h)]) 
v€C(q) u€C(p) uv 
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» T(lim Inf [Sup F„v(h)], 
lwO* u€C(p) v€C(q)- -

whence 

lim Inf [Sup F (h)])# 
h-»0+ v€C(q) uCC(p) 

lim (Inf [Sup F (h)]) « X > 0. 
h*0+ u€C(p) v€C(q) UV 

Thus, in particular 

lim (Sup F_,„(h)) * X > X/2 >0. 
h-0+ V€C(q) pV 

and since Sup FM.(h) is an increasing'function of h, for 
v€C(q) 

any h > 0 we have, 

(4.4) Sup F (h) > X/2. 
v€C(q) pv 

From (4.4) it follows that for each h > 0 there exists a 

qh € C(q) such that 

(4.5) Fm (h) > X/2. pqh 

Now let Inf F„„(0+) a r\. By hypothesis, rt > 0, 
u,v€C(q) uv 

whence T(\/2,ti) > 0„ Moreover, since € C(q) 

(4.6) r (h) a 
qqh 

for all h > 0. 

Next, in view of (4.3), there exists an hQ > 0 such 

that 

(4.7) Ppq<2V < T(X/2,t)). 

Combining the inequalities (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7), we have 



T(X/2#n) » rp,(2h0) * TtF^ (ho>'rqqh (ho>> 
o o 

2 T(X/2,n), 

which is a contradiction. Hence Fc(p)C( q ) *  0  a n d  t h e  

proof is complete. 

THEOREM 4.17t Let (S,0,T) be a Menger space under 

a continuous t-norm T0 For each p € S let C'(p) be the 

equivalence class in S determined by p and the equivalence 

relation C1, and let S/C' be the collection of all such 

equivalence classes. If each C*(p) in S/C' is such that 

for some M. s.... < for all u and v in C'(p), then p» uv p 

(S/C«#8S/CI#T) is a Menger space in which the distance be

tween distinct equivalence classes is not certainly finite. 

PROOFs In view of Theorems 4.3 and 4.13, 

(S/C1#8g/Ci#T) is a Menger space. 

Let C*(p) and C'(q) be. distinct equivalence classes 

and suppose that 

(4-B) SC(p)0-(q) ' SOp t" PC"(p)C'(q)<x) < 

Since p € C'(p) and q € C'(q) for each X > 0 there is an 

€ > 0 such that 

(4.9) '^.(pjc.Jq) 1 

where suv < M^ for all u and v in C'(q)-S 

In view of (4.8), 

1 58 FC'(p)C'(q)<SC«(p)C«(q) + X/2) 
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= Sup , T(Inf [Sup Fuv(t)]# 
**"<!• (P)C-<q)+H/2 UtC'<P> v*0,<«) 

Inf [sup F <y)]) 
v€C'(q) u€C'(p) 

a T(Inf [Sup puv<8c«tn>c«rai + 
u€C'(p) v€C'(q) uv c lp,c «' 

Inf [Sup p
uv<®e»fn\e«fal + x/2>3>» 

v€C'(q) u€C'(p) uv C'lPlC'W 

Since T(a,b) a 1 if and only if a s b * 1, it follows that 

Inf [Sup 4 X/2) " 1# 
u€C«(p) v€C'(q) UV c'WC*«q) 

whence,, in particular, 

^C.(q)VB0-<p)C.(,) • W • l-

Thus, there exists a q^ € C'(q) such that 

(4.1°) P <«0,(p,c.(q, • k/2) > 1 - €/2. 

Combining (4.9) and (4.10). w« have 

1 " € > Fpq<»C»(p)C'(q) * Mq + X) 

4 T(Ppq€(8C'(p)C(q) * ̂ ''qq^q * *'2» 

* T?PP^<BC.<P)C(,) + X/2)'X) 

* Fpq€<8C«(p)C'(q) + X^2* > 1 " €'2# 

This is a contradiction, whence 8c«(p)C'(q) * "* and tlle 

proof is complete. 

In conclusion we note that under the hypothesis of 

Theorem 4.16 the equivalence classes in S/C are either 



bounded or semi-bounded and under the hypothesis of 

Theorem 4#17 the equivalence classes in S/C1 are bounded. 
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